Abstract-Among various available numerical solution techniques, finite element method (FEM) is one of the important methods of those. Usually elements are sub-divided uniformly in FEM which is known as conventional FEM (CFEM) to obtain temperature distribution behavior in a fin or plate for various aerospace and mechanical engineering applications. Hence, extra computational complexity is needed to obtain a fair solution with required accuracy. In this paper, an algorithm is proposed to generate non-uniform sub-elements and then implemented on FEM to obtain optimum FEM (OFEM) solution to reduce the computational complexity. This OFEM is applied for the solution of two-dimensional heat transfer problem in an insulated-tip thin rectangular fin. The obtained results are compared with CFEM. It is found that the OFEM exhibit around 65% more accurate results than CFEM showing its potentiality.
INTRODUCTION
Presently there are many numerical solution techniques known to the computational mechanics community. FEM is one of those numerical solution techniques to solve structural, mechanical, heat transfer, and fluid dynamics which arise in problems of engineering and physical sciences [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Here, conventional FEM (CFEM) means the used elements are of same size and uniformly distributed. In its application to the solution of engineering problems, the finite element discretization has been implemented almost to the spatial problems. For dynamic or time dependent problems whose solutions as functions of time are of interest, a step by step procedure of finite difference is usually employed with huge computational complexity.
For heat transfer problems, rapid changes of heat/temperature distributions take place near the element boundary (and at the boundary). It is very important to know these temperature change behavior of an element prior to use it. Hence, to get an actual picture using FEM, the element is usually subdivided into very small sub-elements uniformly (conventional FEM, CFEM), which leads to huge amount of complexity, memory consumption and computational time [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Otherwise, error flow occurs with unreliable results [1, 2, 6] .
On the other hand, it is essential to know the temperature changes only near (and at) the element boundary. Hence, better to subdivide the elements into very small sub-elements at the boundary only, followed by relatively bigger elements gradually towards the mid-point of the element nonuniformly (optimum FEM, OFEM) [8] [9] [10] . This may serve the intended purpose without any extra additional burden and this is highlighted in this paper with improved accuracy compared to CFEM.
The paper is organized as follows. The related work is presented in Section II. Followed by, the proposed OFEM algorithm, simulation set-up and assumptions, results and discussions, and finally the conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
In conventional FEM (CFEM), the element in the solution domain is divided into sub elements first to reduce error flow. The error reduction depends on sub-element size with distribution accordingly [1] [2] [3] and the used method with working procedure [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Another main solution method is Differential Quadrature Method (DQM) [7] [8] [9] besides CFEM.
In general terms, the summary of working procedure of CFEM can be listed as [1] [2] [3] .
A. Discretize the continuum:
The first step is to divide a solution region into finite elements. The finite element mesh is typically generated by a pre-processor program. The description of the mesh consists of several arrays main of which are nodal coordinates and element connectivities.
B. Select interpolation functions:
Interpolation functions are used to interpolate the field variables over the element. Often, polynomials are selected as interpolation functions. The degree of the polynomial depends on the number of nodes assigned to the element.
C. Find the element properties:
The matrix equation for the finite element should be established which relates the nodal values of the unknown function to other parameters. For this task different approaches can be used; the most convenient are; the variational approach and the Galerkin method.
D. Assemble the elements:
To find the global equation system for the whole solution region we must assemble all the element equations. In other words we must combine local element equations for all elements used for discretization. Element connectivities are used for the assembly process. Before solution, boundary conditions (which are not accounted in element equations) should be imposed.
E. Solve the global equation system:
The finite element global equation system is typically sparse, symmetric and positive definite. Direct and iterative methods can be used for solution. The nodal values of the sought function are produced as a result of the solution.
F. Compute additional results:
In many cases we need to calculate additional parameters. For example, in mechanical problems strains and stresses are of interest in addition to displacements, which are obtained after solution of the global equation system.
The above mentioned six processes are implemented in [4] [5] [6] [7] thoroughly. The DQM method depends on mesh points distribution and transfer the physical domain to computational domain [7] [8] . The enhanced DQM is also a good method to solve heat transfer problem but produces oscillatory results [9] . The CFEM is enhanced to solve some error flow problems as Efficient FEM (EFEM) in [8] [9] [10] and implemented on some one-dimensional and two-dimensional fins.
III. THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL OPTIMUM FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
The considered heat conduction problem is presented in (1)
with the boundary conditions
as shown in Fig. 1 . Using Galerkin"s approach [3] and the optimum FEM algorithm, the approximate solution T(x, y) has been obtained. The OFEM algorithm work as follows:
Step 1: Initialize some of the input parameters, which are, Material properties: It depends on the material used for 2-D fin, such as, thermal conductivity along x and y directions, convective heat transfer coefficient along x and y directions, heat source, etc.
Boundary and other values: Optimization of FEM solution partially depends on boundary values in terms of initial temperature, ambient (surrounding) temperature, heat flux condition, error threshold, etc.
Step 2: Input fin dimension: Fin length (Lx), width (Ly), thickness and initial value of number of elements along xaxis (Nx) and along y-axis (Ny).
Step 3: Optimal mesh generation algorithm: After getting the initial N values fin length (L) and fin width, it calculates the following: At this stage, it generates the pictorial view of mesh points with nodal connectivity using TECPLOT 8 software.
Interfacing has been made between the program source code (using FORTRAN 90) and TECPLOT. Then it determines the number of boundary elements (NBOUND) and boundary faces according to inputs in Step 1.
Step 7: Optimal discretization: 2-D optimum discretization and stiffness matrix, local matrix and global matrix calculation using Galarkin approach is done at this stage after getting input from Step 3 and Step 4 in terms of optimal mesh points and element lengths. The discretization fully depends on these two values.
Step 8 Then the absolute error ( n e ) is calculated as follows:
IV. SIMULATION SET-UP AND ASSUMPTIONS
An insulated tip rectangular fin with associated boundary conditions (shown in Fig. 2 ) is used here to obtain and compare the temperature distribution for both CFEM and CDQM methods. The following are the parameters and their corresponding values used to obtain simulation results using FORTRAN 90 software.
The dimension of the fin is considered in terms of length and thickness with length along x-axis and thickness along y-axis respectively. 
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The obtained temperature distribution of the rectangular fin using CFEM and OFEM are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. It is clear that, for surface solutions, numerical OFEM results are better than CFEM results. In all cases the temperature fall is symmetric and approximately equallylikely along the fin-width as expected.
The respective CFEM and OFEM errors are computed compared to 1-D exact results and presented in Figs. 5 and 6 respectively. It is clear that, for CFEM, the error is increased gradually along the fin length (from base to tip), whereas it is more at the middle of the fin for OFEM due to nodal points distribution with maximum spacing there. The errors are same along the fin-thickness because the optimum mesh distribution is used along the length only and due to symmetry.
) ( Table I . This shows that the efficiency of OFEM result is around 65% more than the corresponding CFEM result. 
VI. CONCLUSION
The results of OFEM shows remarkable enhancement compared to CFEM showing its potentiality. Hence OFEM is suitable to test the temperature distribution scenario in any thin metal plate or fin prior to its design and practical implementation for aerospace and mechanical engineering applications.
